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What modern medicine has come to

By Devonne De Wayne

...
THE INSIDE STORY
BY JUDE ALEPSIS

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DANCERS AND THE AUDIENCE continues to evolve. Dancers are no longer just entertainers, but also performers who engage in meaningful relationships with their audiences. This relationship is particularly evident in the work of the dancers featured in this issue. Their artistry and dedication to their craft are showcased through their performances, which are not just for the audience, but with the audience. The dancers share their stories, their experiences, and their emotions with the people who come to see them. This unique connection between the dancers and their audience is what makes their performances so special. The dancers are not just performing, but also communicating their passion and their love for their craft.

We Feel Stupid!

Our Summer Sale is on now! But last week, our ad told our sale began in July. To make amends, bring the ad with you to our annual Summer Sale and we'll give you an additional 5% off the already discounted price of any selected sale item. These items are already reduced 25-70%. We are also offering a courtesy discount of 25% on all regular priced merchandise. Now's the perfect time to cash in on our savings. All men's, women's, and children's accessories and our entire gift department are on sale. Everything from leather jackets to African masks is reduced, but the 60% savings discount ends Saturday, July 2nd at 7pm.

We're back in business!

The Runner's Store Discount Outlet

OPEN JULY 4TH

Men's/Women's/Walkers

- Running shoes
- Walking shoes
- Tennis shoes
- Track shoes
- Track shorts
- Track pants
- Track socks
- Track bags
- Track accessories

Women's/Walkers

- Sneakers
- Dress shoes
- Flats
- Heels
- Sandals
- Slippers
- Pumps
- Boots
- Booties
- Ankle boots
- Knee-high boots
- cowboy boots
- Dress shoes
- Evening shoes
- Wedding shoes
- Prom shoes
- Pageant shoes
- Bridesmaid shoes
- Mother of the bride shoes
- Mother of the groom shoes
- Formal shoes
- Outdoor shoes
- Hiking shoes
- Rain boots
- Winter boots
- Snow boots
- Winter shoes
- Winter sandals
- Winter slippers
- Winter accessories

Children's/Walkers

- Sneakers
- Dress shoes
- Flats
- Heels
- Sandals
- Slippers
- Pumps
- Boots
- Booties
- Ankle boots
- Knee-high boots
- cowboy boots
- Dress shoes
- Evening shoes
- Wedding shoes
- Prom shoes
- Pageant shoes
- Bridesmaid shoes
- Mother of the bride shoes
- Mother of the groom shoes
- Formal shoes
- Outdoor shoes
- Hiking shoes
- Rain boots
- Winter boots
- Snow boots
- Winter shoes
- Winter sandals
- Winter slippers
- Winter accessories

Nokia-Mobira

Purse price $649.00
Lease price $17.95

3185 Haines Rd
San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 584-1161

Smile Designs by Dr. Raymond Ngo

55.00 consultation

$220 Final Price

Cosmetic Bonding
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Making your living in an auto graveyard

By Rick Gali
Photographs by Robert Whipple

A Scavenger's Guide to Old Cars

0f the hundreds of old cars that line the streets of Mexico City's cemetery, the ones that are most interesting to the main attractions. Here, the old cars are not merely for display, but are actively used and maintained. The cars are well-preserved, some even restored to their former glory. The cemetery is a popular attraction, drawing visitors from all over the world. In fact, the cemetery has become a destination for car enthusiasts, who come to see the unique collection of vehicles. The cars are arranged in a grid-like pattern, with rows of cars stretching for miles. The cars are of various makes and models, from classic cars to vintage cars. Some of the cars are even decorated with personalized touches, such as car accessories and custom paint jobs. The cemetery is a testament to the love and passion that people have for cars, and it is a wonderful place to explore and discover the history of automotive design.
PUMPING
A continued story in 8

"Hospital report doctors on their relations, and not too much the patients," Fox contends.

The legal watch came from NBC, which aired a story that stated that NBC had a "good name" in the marketplace, and that NBC's policy of not allowing any criticism of its policy of not allowing any criticism by doctors. The story was based on interviews with doctors who had been interviewed by NBC.
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Wolfford and Fox, their opponents said, were making emotional appeals to try to win a big financial award in court, where they had failed to do so in the open marketplace.

West Coast Medical had always presented a superior choice. Wolfford and Fox, he said, were taking emotional appeals to win a big financial award in court, where they had failed to do so in the open marketplace.

As of today, the relationship between NMC and the local nephrologists is precisely what it was four and a half years ago.
Nealon's Choice

John Simon

New York, June 24

Nealon's Choice is a surprising new discovery in the world of avant-garde cinema. The film, directed by the talented filmmaker, captures the essence of the avant-garde movement in a unique and thought-provoking way.

The story follows the life of a young artist, John, who is struggling to find his place in the art world. John is a man of many talents, but his artistic vision is often met with resistance from the mainstream society. Despite the challenges, John continues to pursue his art, and his determination eventually pays off when he creates a masterpiece that gains international recognition.

The film's use of avant-garde techniques, such as superimposition and disjointed narrative, adds a layer of complexity to the story, making it a truly unique and captivating viewing experience. Nealon's Choice is a must-see for anyone interested in the world of avant-garde cinema.

OFF THE BEATEN PATH.

New clients often ask me why I'm not out in the mainstream with the other guys. The answer has to do with two concepts of selling art. We need to have two locations where we could work with our clients to select and frame the perfect piece of art. A quiet location, with our eyes, pencils, and paper and pen, should be able to enjoy the full experience of the art without the distraction of the city. It is then that the client can truly appreciate the beauty and the meaning of the art. This is the true experience of collecting art.
Bard to the Bone

There is a palpable sense of disintegration and exhaustion, of life burned out and on the brink of extinction.

JONATHAN EVANS

The Old Globe's production of "Tears of Elbow" is understated. It is a work which, in its very quietness, manages to convey a sense of tragedy without ever crossing into melodrama. The actors, all in a sense, are all of them, are...
The Meeting of the Twain

If the movie overall inspires something like awe more than anything else, it's because the technical difficulty makes complete relaxation impossible.

DUNCAN SHEPHERD

The creative touch in the film is played by the nonchalant Way of Life and the photographer's knack for projecting life's every incident on the screen. It's all here to see, all within a year, all as though the world were the screen, and the screen, life itself.

The camera, in its different scenes, is never a mirror, but always a reflector, a miroir as it were, of the world as it is in the real world.

The light and the shadow, the color and the form, the movement and the rest, are all there for the taking, as the world is a theatre and the theatre is life.

The Twain, as shown in the film, is a very real and very human being, a man with a heart and a soul, a man who is part of the world, a man who is part of the scene, a man who is part of the picture, a man who is part of the story.

The artistic touch in the film is played by the way the world is projected on the screen, as the world is a theatre and the theatre is life.
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ORGAN RECITAL
Three weeks after the opening of the new building, the Gloucester Symphony Orchestra presented the first of a series of concerts, featuring an organ recital. The program included works by Bach, Handel, and other composers. The quality of the playing was praised, and the audience enjoyed the performance, which was well-received by the audience.

GOLDSMITH
Diamonds - Custom Design, Engagement, Repair, Jewelry
Garden City South, NY 
516-534-5085

GARY GILMORE
Diamonds - Custom Design, Engagement, Repair, Jewelry
Garden City South, NY 
516-534-5085

Maldonado's Designs
Handmade Jewelry
Many Styles Available

PUSH WINDOWS

EUREOPE
FLIGHTS
Call 800-800-800-800 and ask for the special rate for this promotion.
AIRCRAFT RENTAL
Call 800-800-800-800 and ask for the special rate for this promotion.
AGENCY 804-8000
Call 800-800-800-800 and ask for the special rate for this promotion.

DOLPHIN
F crustal, 80-80-80
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STUDY WITH PROFESSIONALS
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LET US CUSTOM DESIGN AND IMPRINT YOUR LOGO
Jackets • Caps • Jerseys • T-Shirts • Sweat Shirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons
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SILKSCREENING • EMBROIDERY
RECORDING SPECIALS
25% OFF
Free setup charges on orders over $200.00
Up to 1,000 pieces shipped to any U.S. state. With coupon 102 through 102.

1,000,000 PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
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LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN
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HOT DEALS FOR YOUR WHEELS!

AUTO SECURITY EXPERTS

CLIFFORD
VEHICLE ALARM SYSTEM
- Passive Arming
- Flashing LED
- Arming "Chirp"
- Optional Starter Kill

ONLY $99

BOSCH
IGNITION KILL
- Prevents Hot-Wiring
- German Engineering
- Simple, yet Effective

DON'T BECOME A STATISTIC!

$49 INSTALLED

CELLULAR PHONES

MOTOROLA
Hands Free • Antenna included
*$495 Consult
*$37 Down
12 Months or Free

FREE INSTALLATION

CAR AUDIO

SONY
DINSC JOCKEY
- Rear Disc Changer
- State-of-the-Art
- Anti-Skip Transport
- AM/FM Options

WHERE'S THE BASS?
60 Watt Bridgeable
State-of-the-Art
Power Amp
top of the line quantities

$699

AUTO DETAILING

- Hand Wash
- Hand Wax
- Interior Detail
- 20% OFF

20% OFF

With this Ad

REPAIR SHOP

- Audio and Video Repair
- Both Auto and Home Equipment
- Same Day Service in Many Cases
- Competitive Prices

PROGRESSIVE
MOBILE ELECTRONICS

EL CAJON
588-4733
480 N. JOHNSON
OPEN 7 DAYS

SPORTS ARENA
295-8565
3035 MOORE
SUMMER DINNER CRUISE SPECIAL
Only $34.95*
per person
Complete Prime Rib Dinner

Back by popular demand!
9/11 ROCK 9/11
AND REGGAE ON THE BAY

Fridays, Reggae
with special guests Mekanik and Damaja Le
from the 9/11 Reggae Makossa Show

Saturdays Rock
with 9/11 DJs
Special Drinks
Munchies and snacks

Only $91*
per couple (2 people)

*Plus tax and tip
**Only 7/14 without dinner
Call 234-8687

Ship's location:
1066 N. Harbor Dr., San Diego

MAKE THE CONNECTION!!

MICHAEL JACKSON
MONSTER ROCK
KURT UGOLI

976-9955

TV COMMERCIAL &
VOICE-OVER TRAINING

ATTEND A FREE CLASS

“Keep it Coming”
Don’t Miss the Free Class!

CALL FOR RESERVATION - RECEIVE OUR 16-PAGE NEWSLETTER Filled WITH ABUNDANT STORIES

Maharishi’s Festival of Music for World Peace 1988

The First Step Towards Heaven on Earth

July 4th
OCEAN BEACH
FIREWORKS
OFF THE O.B. PIER

Free shuttle buses from the entrance to Fiesta Island (entrance of Pacific Way, & Sunset Dr.)
Get Down to Business.

Listen to Business In San Diego

with

Frank Warlick
Monday through Friday at 8:02 a.m.

sponsored by

Great American
Your advantage bank

on

KESD-FM 94.1
CLASSICAL MUSIC FOR SAN DIEGO

MOOSE CAN BE SEEN ON THE BEACH

 Imported Moosehead. Stands head and shoulders above the rest. Drink for Moosehead. When you drink, don't drive.

AND THEY'RE COMING TO

And They're Staying All Summer Long!

Listen To 91X (91.1 FM) For Details.
READER'S GUIDE TO THE THEATER

Reader classifieds presents
Stage Notes, a weekly callboard of theater, auditions & film, video, t.v. casting & dance calls & acting classes & technical help-wanted ads & model info & photo headshot services

Every week in section three
To place ads call Nellissa 235-8979

---

"SIX WOMEN" WON'T EXPIRE!

SIX WOMEN WITH BRAIN DEATH

THE REP'S RECORD BREAKING HIT COMEDY IS MOVING!

Performances begin July 6 at the Sixth Avenue Playhouse Sixth and Cedars Streets Downtown San Diego

TICKETS ON SALE AT THE LYCEUM BOX OFFICE CALL 235-8305

Tickets also at

SIX WOMEN WITH BRAIN DEATH

---

THE BOWERY THEATRE

Danny and the Deep Blue Sea
by John Patrick Shanley
Directed by Ralph Elia

CALL 235-8988 at 5th & Elia

Through July 3rd

---

CD SOUNDS
6780 MIRAMAR RD., MIRA COSTA
PLAZA OF CONTACTS, 578-0560

---

OLD CLOIST THEATRE
COMMUNITY ACTING WORKSHOPS
A three-week intensive in acting, singing and dancing for students of all age levels.

CALL 235-8988 for more information.

---

SLEUTH
ANTHONY SHaffer
MARCUS W. MASON

LIVE ON STAGE!
THE CIVIC THEATRE - JUNE 28TH - JULY 3RD

CHARGE TICKETS BY PHONE: ANONYMOUS CHARGE
236-4519 or 278-1003
Gloria Estefan
Miami Sound Machine

LIVE AT THE NEW NAUTILUS AMPHITHEATER,
AUGUST 23 AT 8:00 PM.

The new Nautilus Amphitheater is located at Sea World.
Tickets are available at Ticketmaster ticket centers including
Mac's Country, Jack and The Tropicana.
No charge by phone call 619-276-TIXS.
Each ticket also allows you to receive a 50% discount off the
regular admission price to Sea World, or this admission after 5 p.m.
on the day of the concert. For concert information call (619) 222-0649.
Free parking.
Club Diego's
PACIFIC BEACH • 1800 GARNET AVE • 272-1441

91x ISLAND SCENE NIGHT
Island Scene Surfboard & clothing promotion. Deal Scott hosting 8th on the Beach 90. Free 60 people in free.

Friday & Saturday NO COVER before 9:30 pm

Sunday June 26
KGB NIGHT
Jonathan Rich Heath the doorman (9:00 p.m.) (1-promotion) two princess tickets $7.50. General price - Synanon this afternoon of "Sparkle" of Fortune Miss $1.00 pills and $1.00 morgers. No cover!

Monday June 27
Prison Bound
The New LP.

SOCIAL DISTORTION
ON SALE NOW
$5.00 $1.00
SALE DIES ON JUNE

SEE SOCIAL DISTORTION LIVE
FRIDAY, JUNE 24 • SPIRIT CLUB

CANNIBAL BAR
FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATION
THE BULLDOGS MARK DELS
BONEHEADY LOGO
DR. FEELGOOD & THE WIFI INTERN
THE TABULOUS MAR DELS
HEROES
JAZZ NIGHTCLUB
HAPPY HOUR
6 pm-10 pm

HARRY'S
HOLLY CENTRY'S NEON BAND
THE MAR
LESSMAN BAND

SPECIAL JULY APPEARANCES
w/eternal Lovers, jugs, love, dr. feelgood, the tabuloids, the mark lessman band,

HARRY'S CAFE DE SOL

CONTINENTAL CUISINE

JAZZ NIGHTCLUB

GUITAR GREATS
HERB ELLIS & BARNEY KESSEL

UPCOMING

Sandman at Bari's
Monday-Thursday

LAURINDO ALMEIDA
Wednesday-Saturday

COURTSHIP

HAPPY HOUR

WINE LOVERS...

Making the Southernmost Bar in California

300 MISSION BOULEVARD 408-1081

68 JULY 22, 1983

90 MISSION BOULEVARD 408-1081

68 JULY 22, 1983

EVERY TUESDAY: "TACKY TUESDAY""$5000 DRAFT AT THE STRAND"'S

WEDNESDAYS: "KGB FM PARTY NIGHTS" w/ PAM EARDY

EVERY TUESDAY: "TACKY TUESDAY" $5000 DRAFT AT THE STRAND"s

WEDNESDAYS: "KGB FM PARTY NIGHTS" w/ PAM EARDY

EVERY TUESDAY: "TACKY TUESDAY" $5000 DRAFT AT THE STRAND"s

WEDNESDAYS: "KGB FM PARTY NIGHTS" w/ PAM EARDY
WHEREHOUSE

Take A Test Spin!
IF YOU DON'T LIKE IT RETURN IT!

- We're so sure you'll enjoy this hot new release, we've put the Wherehouse Guarantee on it. If you don't like it, simply return it within 10 days along with your sales receipt and we'll gladly give you credit towards any other item in our store.

Cassette or LP
$6.99 EACH
COMPACT DISC
$12.99 EACH

CONVENIENT LOCATIONS EVERYWHERE

WHEREHOUSE

WHEREHOUSE

Where can you dance until 4:00 a.m. every weekend?
Join us every Friday & Saturday from 12 a.m. to 4 a.m. Dancing to the hottest DJ jams in San Diego County. 18 and over after 2 a.m. Cash & pin drawings each night. Bring the oldest but biggest piano bar with Chip Munes every Tuesday. Saturday 6 p.m. to 12 a.m.

Reno's Italian Restaurant & Wine Club
8300 Mesa Mesa Blvd.
East end of Mesa Mesa Mall
695-3137

Tijuana Nightlife
NEVER A COVER CHARGE
REGINE & COSMOS
DISCO

BEER 2 CYS $1.00
(SUNDAYS - THURSDAYS)

- SAN SOCCI
- REGINE
- COSMOS
- LES GIRLS

NEW AGE MUSIC!
Hear the synthesized sounds of New Age music. Goody got two on sale now!

RED HOT PRICE!
6.99
12.99

Dr. Chico's Island Sounds

SUNDAY & MONDAY
FATBANGER

Wherehouse

TIO LEO'S


each

OFF THE RECORD

IT'S A CD CELEBRATION!!

50% OFF ALL CDs, NEW AND USED


SamGoody

GOODY GOT IT!

Cash paid for albums, cassettes, CDs, videos, DVD.
CURRENT MOVIES

"IT'S A SIGHT YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS. LET US BE GRATEFUL FOR A SUMMER MOVIE LIKE NO OTHER."
— NEWSWEEK, David Ansen

"ONE OF THE MOST ORIGINAL EXHILARATING AMERICAN COMEDIES IN AGES. IT'S LIKELY TO BE THE BEST-LOVED MOVIE OF THE YEAR."
— The New York Times

"BEGAD CAFE"
PG 1988
Now Showing

The CWID THEATRE

LA SERRA

LASERIUM PRESENTS

PINK FLOYD
NOW & THEN

Featuring some of the new, and some of the old.
"One Slip," "Goodbye Blue Sky," "Learning to Fly."

Also, still showing LASEROCK

Ballet Park
Call 338-1148 for showtimes.

JUNE 20-29, 1989
HELP WANTED

CenCor Temporary Services has

JOBS

- Word processors - Secretaries
- Data entry - General labor

Worlds pays referral bonuses, completion bonuses, holiday pay, paid vacation

CenCor
566-7300

Need extra income?

if you can answer "YES!" to any of the following questions, you are eligible to

by joining CenCor in our lucrative program.

1. Are you a)

2. Do you want to work as a

3. If you are, have you

4. If you are not, could you

5. Are you interested in a

6. Do you want to stay

7. Are you interested in

8. Are you interested in

9. Are you interested in

10. Are you interested in

11. Are you interested in

12. Are you interested in

13. Are you interested in

14. Are you interested in

15. Are you interested in

16. Are you interested in

17. Are you interested in

18. Are you interested in

19. Are you interested in

20. Are you interested in

21. Are you interested in

22. Are you interested in

23. Are you interested in

24. Are you interested in

25. Are you interested in

26. Are you interested in

27. Are you interested in

28. Are you interested in

29. Are you interested in

30. Are you interested in

31. Are you interested in

32. Are you interested in

33. Are you interested in

34. Are you interested in

35. Are you interested in

36. Are you interested in

37. Are you interested in

38. Are you interested in

39. Are you interested in

40. Are you interested in

41. Are you interested in

42. Are you interested in

43. Are you interested in

44. Are you interested in

45. Are you interested in

46. Are you interested in

47. Are you interested in

48. Are you interested in

49. Are you interested in

50. Are you interested in

51. Are you interested in

52. Are you interested in

53. Are you interested in

54. Are you interested in

55. Are you interested in

56. Are you interested in

57. Are you interested in

58. Are you interested in

59. Are you interested in

60. Are you interested in

61. Are you interested in

62. Are you interested in

63. Are you interested in

64. Are you interested in

65. Are you interested in

66. Are you interested in

67. Are you interested in

68. Are you interested in

69. Are you interested in

70. Are you interested in

71. Are you interested in

72. Are you interested in

73. Are you interested in

74. Are you interested in

75. Are you interested in

76. Are you interested in

77. Are you interested in

78. Are you interested in

79. Are you interested in

80. Are you interested in

81. Are you interested in

82. Are you interested in

83. Are you interested in

84. Are you interested in

85. Are you interested in

86. Are you interested in

87. Are you interested in

88. Are you interested in

89. Are you interested in

90. Are you interested in

91. Are you interested in

92. Are you interested in

93. Are you interested in

94. Are you interested in

95. Are you interested in

96. Are you interested in

97. Are you interested in

98. Are you interested in

99. Are you interested in

100. Are you interested in

So, you say you can't type. So what!

We have immediate openings for:

- Receptionists
- Customer Service
- Warehouse Workers
- Data Entry

We offer top pay, benefits and referral bonuses

Call VOLT TEMPORARY SERVICES today!

Clairmont - 279-5501
7490 Opportunity Road

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Entry Level Position

The Reader is looking for a
full-time display advertising
salesperson to work in-house
serving customers by phone, mail, and in person. Must be detail oriented, have legible handwriting, and enjoy working with the public. Some graphic design and sales experience helpful.

Send handwriting sample
and resume to:
Janie Walsh
c/o San Diego Reader
P.O. Box 80803
San Diego, CA 92138

No telephone calls, please.
A new view toward fitness

PRE-GRAND OPENING SAVINGS

During our Pre-Grand Opening, we're offering substantial savings on a limited number of Fitness Advantage Memberships. Visit our Information Center to see everything our beautiful new facility has to offer, including the renovated Plunge!

PLUS—Re-Opening of the PLUNGE!

HEALTH & EXERCISE CENTERS

FITNESS ADVANTAGE

At the Plunge BELMONT PARK

Visit Our Information Center Now — on Mission Blvd. 488-3110

SPECIALIZING IN:
WATERSPORTS
WATERSKIS SPORTSWEAR
TENNIS AND BACKPACKING

This Week's Special:

Easy Rider "Stinger" Boogie Board
New surface material, bright colored deck slides. Available in Red, Yellow, Blue and Hot Pink. Durable urethane leash included.

19.99

Your Summer Sports Store

WINDSURFING MADE EASY

1988 BIANCHI PREMIUM $345

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS SALE

10-28-80

Your Summer Sports Store

SPECIALIZING IN:
WATERSPORTS
WATERSKIS SPORTSWEAR
TENNIS AND BACKPACKING

This Week's Special:

Easy Rider "Stinger" Boogie Board
New surface material, bright colored deck slides. Available in Red, Yellow, Blue and Hot Pink. Durable urethane leash included.

19.99

Your Summer Sports Store

SPECIALIZING IN:
WATERSPORTS
WATERSKIS SPORTSWEAR
TENNIS AND BACKPACKING

This Week's Special:

Easy Rider "Stinger" Boogie Board
New surface material, bright colored deck slides. Available in Red, Yellow, Blue and Hot Pink. Durable urethane leash included.

19.99
AUTOMOTIVE

BEST DEAL

Paint and Body

$120 off
urethane painting and clear coating now $199
Cheeked up reg. $249 with the coupon only, good through 7/11/90
We paint cars for over 30 new and used car dealers.

GRAND OPENING-JULY 1

California EuroSport

MERCEDES BENZ • BMW • PORSCHE FERRARI • & OTHER FINE CARS
Sales • Service • Restoration
Warranty Maintenance
San Diego’s complete executive car care

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
FREE OIL & LUBE
ALL 4 WHEELS BALANCED FREE

OPEN SATURDAYS 10-4

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1. What is the opening date?
   The grand opening is on July 1.

2. Where is the location?
   California EuroSport is located at 4361 8th St., National City.

3. What services do they offer?
   They offer sales, service, and restoration services for Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Porsche, Ferrari, and other fine cars.

4. Are there any special offers?
   Yes, there is a special offer for oil and lube, all 4 wheels balanced for free.

HAVE YOU COVERED YOUR CAR TODAY?

Cover your vehicle with a North Coast cover and prevent the sun’s damaging rays from destroying its expensive paint and interior.

SAVE 20%-25% (Through July 2, 1980)

- Custom & general fits
- Fits any car, truck, van or
- Four quality fabrics
- Complete repair facilities
- San Diego’s largest inventory

QUALITY MOTORING ACCESSORIES

North Coast Tarpaulin Works
8212 Miranda Rd., San Diego
549-8777

Free delivery
Order by phone

AUTOMOTIVE

TALK ABOUT FIRST RATE.

Your Car is the Star on TV’s
DEALS ON WHEELS

Now at the Bayfair Car show you can see the latest deals on TV, including this new TV program which features a new TV commercial and a TV show featuring the latest deals and savings.

TUNE IN
KITY
5/7/AM

Phone: 27-DEALS (or 273-3257)

SALE

Everyone’s bringing their cars in to
HARBOR VIEW AUTO PAINTING AND BODYWORKS

4361 8th St., National City
477-3193

GRAND OPENING
FREE OIL & LUBE
ALL 4 WHEELS BALANCED FREE

$180 OFF
OUR "S" STAR SERVICE (Reg. $299.95) BOW ONLY

$219.95

Good on most cars. Taxe a care slightly higher.

QUALITY MOTORING ACCESSORIES

North Coast Tarpaulin Works
8212 Miranda Rd., San Diego
549-8777

Free delivery
Order by phone
Receive a free calculator just for looking at our new copiers this month.*

*Come and see a two-minute demonstration of our Minolta copiers and receive a pocket-size calculator free!

The 570Z copier handles both sides of every story... automatically
- Fully automatic two-sided copying at the push of a button
- Editing ability lets you separate, zoom, overlay images without cutting and pasting
- Wide-range exposure for greater enlarging and reducing capabilities
- Various paper cassette options let you make up to 2,000 copies in five different sizes

The world's first single-step two-color copier
- The Minolta 450C
  - Patented two-color process makes two-color copying quick and easy.
  - Unlike other two-color copiers, you only handle the original once.
  - Colors are black and a choice of red, green, yellow or blue
  - This machine can grow as you do with available automatic document feeders, true paper stacks, 2,000 sheet cassette and more.

Call today for a free no obligation demo at 535-0400